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James Joyce's Ulysses, the most influential novel of the twentieth
1
century, has often been criticized for its fragmentation and complexity.
Impenetrable to some readers, misunderstood by others, U lysses bears
with:in its eighteen episodes a symmetry of subject and form that at once
clari£ies and multiplies the meanings to be .found there.
mann

Richard Ell

calls Joyce's theory of art "the perception of coincidence, a a

theory best exemp�ified by "Wandering Rocks," the central episode of
Ulysses.

The use of "symmetrical comcidence• in ''Wandering Rocks" can

be seen in two ways: l)the internal structure of the episode, and 2)its
location among the other episodes in the novel.
The analysis of this episode's internal structure takes three ei
rections.

The first involves tracing the three major journeys against.

which the rest of the action is laid.

Father Conmee, the Elijah skiff,

and William Xumble all navigate their ways through the labyrinthine Dub
lin of 1904, establishing a compass- like symmetry within the episode.
.

A

second fonn of symmetry is brought to the episode by its nineteen sec
tions and the thirty-three "co-incidents" which intersperse them.

These

narrative threads connect disparate characters and scenes, weaving a
pattern of narration that is web-like in its reader traps and in its
overall congruency.

The third feature of this episode's balance in

volves the depiction of Leopold 5loom and Stephen Dedalus.

�loom stands

immobile at the very center of the novel of which he is the hero, and
Stephen appears in scenes neatly framing our modern Odysseus.
The second topic of eiscussion here is the relationship "Wandering
Rocks" bears to the other chapters in tn.ysses.

"Wan4ering Rocks," the

tenth episode of eighteen in the book, functions as a link between the
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first and second halves of the novel ana also serves as a microcosm of
the whole.

One way

its n.arrat ive style.

in

which "Wandering Rocks" fills these roles is in

Many voices ami phrases appear here that either

recall or forecast elements i n other parts of Ulysses.
too,

Thematically,

"Wandering Rocks" occupies an important position among the other

chapters.

The actions and thoughts of the principal players in this

episode, the thematic considerations offered in Joyce's own schema for
the novel, and the correlations between each section in "Wandering Rocks"
and each episode in the novel further establish the notion of "synunetri
cal coincidence" and. its special significance to us as readers of Ulysses.
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INTRODUCT ION
Ulysses is a novel of odds and ends.

Its heroes are unspectacu

lar, its action encompassed within a single day
ial details are noted,

stones of Dublin."

2

common

dramas played

in

Jl.Ule of l!X>4.

out among

Triv-

"the sands and

What elevates these mlllldane bits of urbanism to

epic scale is the ability of the artist to bridge the gaps between seemingly unrelated scenes of life.

In Ulysses, Jame.s Joyce offers his no-

tion o f art as a kind of panoramic view by which isolated particulars
are connected �o form patterns of meaning.
Richard Ellmann, Joyce's biographer, calls this artistic perspective "the perception of coincidence••• . the method of establishing dif
fering relations aioong asp�ots of a single thing. "3

In 'Ulysses, that

'

"single thing" is Dubljn, and the confusion and fragmentation in the
novel reflect the major characteristics of _twentieth-century urban life.
Joyce sees his "womancity" as world, and li�e Archimedes' proverbial
lever, all he needs is a novel big enough to suit his purpose.

An

art-

ist, h e seems to be saying, is one who can distance himself from society
h
enough to perceive and (in his art) create these parallels.

The "Wan-

dering Rocks" episode is perhaps the best example of how Joyce constructs sets of meaningful relationships between aisparate characters
and events.

"Wan<lering Rocks11 depicts a variety of links between ran-

dom events which occur all over Dublin and which take on a symmetrical
pattern of person, place, ani theme.
Our analysis of ''Wandering Rocks," then, depends upon three key ·
terms : "coincidence, " "percept ion," and "symmetry.''

Strictly speaking,

v

a coincidence is a correlation between ran4iom occurrences.

In his des

cription of Joyce's theory of art, lllmann does not presuppose that the
non-artistic individual lacks an ability to perceive the connections be
tween such occurrences.

Rather, he contends that Joyce saw the artist's

task as one of separating the meaningful connections from the trivial
ones.

"Wandering Rocks• offers both kinds of coincidence, and if we are

to share the writer's vision, we must learn to make the same discrimina
tions between those coincidences which increase our understanding of
Ulysses and those 'which confuse us all the more.

"Symmetry" is a cor

respondence, equivalence, or identity among the constituents of a sys
tem,

the system here being the tenth episode of Joyce's Ulysses.

Once

we begin our stu�y, we discover certain symmetrical patterns of co:inci
dence--intersections of sight, soun«, time, and location that increase
our comprehension of the characters and themes of Ulysses and help us to.
make b e t ter sense of the complexities of the world in which we live.

I

The Web of the Womancity

The internal-structure of "Wandering Rocks" establishes a syrrme try
fundamental to an understanding of Joyce's artistic perspective.

Often

cited as the novel's most blatant example of Joycean subterfuge, this
middle episode actually stands as the best illustration of an artistic
"perception of coincidence." To support this argumen�, the discussion
will focus upon l)the three major routes traced in the episode, 2)the
narrator's use of what have variously been called interpolations or in
terjections, and. J)the portrayal in "Wandering Rocks" of Stephen Dedalus
and Leopold Bloom. Through a close examination of these ·details, we see
that what initially appears disjointed and fractured in the episode ac
tually does adher� to a congruency, or synunetry, that is essential to
understanding Ulysses.
In nwandering Rocks," three major journeys circle around and through
the smaller orbits traced by Leopold �loom, Stephen Dedalus, �lazes &y
lan, and the rest.

The first of the episode's nineteen segments is de•

voted to the "superior, the very reverend. John Comnee, S.J •11 on his
journey to Artane,S and the last segment follows the viceregal cavalcade
through the streets of the city. Maneuvering through the labyrinth be
tween these banks of spiritual and temporal power is the "Elijah, skiff,
light crumple« throwaway"(249) which �loom has tossed into the Liffey
and which eventually sails into the bay.

Thus, the only escape from

Christ and Caesar is a comic one, leaving the rest of the denizens of
Ulysses to grope their ways along the wrong turns and cul-de-sacs of

2
Dublin.
To the Dubliners of

1904, Father Conmee represents a very real

re

ligious authority, but . in the eyes of Joyce-' s narrator he merely person
Throughout his ramblings,

ifies the impotence of the modem church.

Father Conmee casts sterile blessings in the face of infinnity, poverty,
and misfortune.

Upon the onelegged sailor he bestows the Sign of the

Cross instead of his ''silver crown"(219), when even the "barefoot ur
chins" retrieve a stray coin for the cripple.

Conmee stops and chats

with the Catholic schoolboys from Pelvedere, giving them a le.tter to
post for him, but passes the Christian brother boys without more than a
cursory smile as he notices their "untidy caps"(221).

Likewise,

only the doctrinal aspects of the catastrophe in New Iork:
those things were continually happening.
that, unprepared.

he see8

"In America

Unfortunate people to die like

Still, an act of perfect contrition"(221).

Nearly

all of Corunee's thoughts are concerned with his priestly power and super
iority, as when Mr. Eugene Stratton' s grin reminds him of the unbaptized
souls in Africa, or when he reflects upon the secrets of the confessional
and t.he sacrament of matrimony.

"!!,y half-past three, Father Conmee has

conferred his blessing upon no fewer than thirteen heads, but such Grace
cannot help alleviate the ills of h umanity.

The "thin page of his bre

viary" is ineffective, an insubstantial answer to the complaints of a
materialistic twentieth century.
The opposite bank is occupied by "William

Humble,

earl of Dudley"

(252), whose prancing cavalcaQe through the city complements Father
Connee 1 s quiet sanctimoniousness and whose courtly gestures are as
misdirected as Coranee's grave benedictions.

Though Humble represents

3
an " occupying authority which is out of place and out of date," the cit

izens cannot ignore his presence.6 The viceregal procession is saluted
by policemen, admired by the barmaids Miss Douce and Miss (ennedy, ancl
"smiled credulously"(252} upon by a nameless elderly female.

nis Majes

ty's representative draws cooler responses from the likes of John Wyse
Nolan, Haines, and John Howard Parnell, the last of wlx>m never even lifts
his eyes from the chessboard in .front of him.

A third category of res

ponse is neither obeisant nor disrespectful, but merely blithesome, as
in the gaiety of lruck Mulligan

or

the sportive gesture of Tom Rochford,

who, "seeing the eyes of lady Dudley on him, took his thumbs quickly out
of the pockets of his claret waistcoat and doffed his cap to her" ( 253).
�lazes &ylan 's jauntiness is eveJ?. more significant, for ''Wandering Rocks"
paints the novel's most distinct portrait of �loom's cuckolder.

He nei

ther salutes nor glares, offering instead "the bold admiration of his
eyes and the red flower between his lips"(254) to the three ladies of
the viceregal entourage.
fanfare.

Finally, there are those who seem dazed by the

These range from Richie Goulding's surprise to Dilly Dedalus '.

straining to see amidst the "sunshades spanned and wheelspokes spinning
in the glare"(253).

ftumble smiles nobly upon them

all,

as unwittingly

impotent politically as Conmee is spiritually.
1'etween Christ on the north and caesar on the south flows the River
niffey, playing "as ever her part in Joyce 1s Dublin. 1

Mother of the .

city, she is the creative element steering through the maze of church
and. government, forces which she precedes and will undou btedly outlast.

In the "mind of the thinking city, w8 the Liffet is the one natural en-·
tity that can provide an escape from the oppression ot priest ana king.

4
It.is with particular irony, then, that the narrator of "Wander
ing Rocks" uses the voyage of the crumpled handbill, with its slogan
"Elijah is coming," to mark the Liffey's current.

The throwaway, which

lUoom discarded in "Lestrygonians," is obliquely connected with both
religion and community, bearing as it does a message concerning immo rtal
so u1 (".A.re you saved.?") and public oratory( "Dr. Jo�· Alexander Dow ie,
restorer of the church in Zion, is coming").·

This bit of refuse is thus

a comic escapee from the urban labyrinth in which �loom an� Stephen are
caught.

The handbill appears in sections four, twelve, and sixteen,

tolling like a persistent bell in our collective consciousness.

Thanks

to Ned Lambert's sneeze in Mary's abbey, the Elijah skiff even finds its
way into section eight of the episode.

The obvious allusions to "soul,11

"ready for the coming," and "Moses"(231-2) are underscored by the less
obvious fact that Lambert at this moment approaches O'Connell �ridge,
where the hand.bill began its voyage.

The skiff rides "lightly down the

Liffey, under Loopline bridge ••• eastward past hulls and anchorchains,
between the Customhouse dock and George's quay"(227).

Eight scenes--but

only three minutes--later , the crumpled throwaway floats past "North

·

Wall and sir John Rogerson 1s quay"( 240), and two minutes after that is
last seen "beyond new Wapping street past �enson 1 s ferry"(249), sailing
by the schooner Rosevean and out of sight.

9

Like Bloom's potato, which

in "Circe" becomes the Odyssean herb moly, this small wad of paper
assumes the mythic significance of "Jason's dove, which lost some of its
tailfeathers when it tried to slip past the Symplegades."l@

�y riding

the natural waters of Anna Liffey, the "Elijah skiff" divines a path
between the walls of church and state and eludes the brick an• concrete
traps of Dublin.

Acd

to this its appearance in regular, four-section

intervals, and the handbill becomes an important clue in the detection
of the episode•s· thematic and structural synvnetr;t.
The

three routes through the city establish only part of the sym- ·

metry in "Wandering Rocks • 11

The division of the episode into nineteen

parts( with Conmee ami Humble at opposite ends) and the numerous inter
jections within those parts tempt us into making connections that simply
do not hold.

The narrator intentionally misleads us at tjmes, as if to

"keep us honest" in our search for some unifying pattern.
hand, if we can elude the reader traps, we

ti!>

On the other

in fact discover impor

tant parallels between the different people and events within "Wandering
Rocks."
Some of the false leads concern names--�loom the ad canvasser vs.
�loom the dentist, the earl of Dudley vs. Dudley White--and some involve
an ambiguous word.or phrase, like the constable's saying "It's very
close"(22.5) or the Elijah skiff sailing past hulls and anchor chains
"westward."

The constable's words could apply to the "fine day" or to

the Joycean parallel between the two shining·arcs of hayjuice and coin;
likewise, the leaflet actually sails eastward past westbound ships.
�oth Miss

Dunne's

library book about a woman named Marion and Maginni's

passing the corner of Dignarn's Court signal additional dead-ends.
Joyce's red herrings in ''Wandering Rocks" challenge us to escape the er
rors of false assumption to which Bantam Lyons falls victim when, in the
"Lotus-Eaters• episode, he interprets one of �loom's remarks as a tip- on
a horse entered in the Gola Cup race( �S-6).

�y reminding us that not

all coincidences are meaningful ones, Joyce forces us to examine more
carefully than ever the parts to his puzzle.

6
The arrangement of the sections is a red herring in itself.

Mar

ilyn French has calleti this episode "a series of epiphanies of Dublin.nil

The narrator does not qrder. these sections chronologically, but divides
the action into anecdotes of overlapping or simultaneous activities.

The

continuity of the episode lies not in its chronology but in its charac
ters.

:rather Conrnee begins his journey to Artane at "Five to three"(219).

When we leave him at 3:29, we jump backward fifteen mfn:utes to Corny Kel
leher an• then to the onelegged sailor.

Conmee passes Kelleher and the

sailor, and the next two sections focus on the undertaker and the cripple
themselves.

The sailor swings himself "violently forward past Katey and

1'oody Dedalus" and down Eccles Street, where Molly :Bloom throws him a
coin.

The principals in the next sections include the Dedalus sisters,

Blazes Boylan(who sends fruit to Nolly), and Stephen Dedalus.

The narra

tor continues to follow characters who have earlier crossed paths:

�oy

lan phones his secretary, the young woman from section one just now de-·
taches the clinging twig from her skirt, and Lenehan and M'Coy pass �loom
under Merchant1s Arch.

12

Characters we once glimpse6 or bumpeQ into now

dominate the action, each figure occupying his or her own scene, until the
episode culminates in a dizzying list of nearly all of them.
In addition t9 shifting scenes nineteen times, Joyce's narrator

re

peatedly interrupts himself with bits of information grafted from other
parts of the chapter.

Variously called interpolationsl 3 or intercala

tions,14 these intrusions further disrupt our sense of time and place.
In a chapter devoted to parallel lines of dialogue and action, Joyce's

interjections seem best described as coinciding events, or "co-incidents."
Joyce leaves to the reader the actual unravelling of the ties between the
incidents.

Some of them offer ironic parallels to the action of the sec-

7

tion in which they appear; for example, Molly•s coin and Kelleher's "jet
of hayj uice11 both obey �loom 1 s law of falling· bodies.

We notice

a

more

obvious parallel between 1'oylan and �loom in section five, where both
men seek presents for Molly and both fina immediate sexual stimulation. 15
The rest of the co-incidents uisplay similar ironic connections or con
trasts, but just as we sometimes have to search out the bonds between
sections, the pertinence of certain co-incidents is quite subtle.
if

Ana

we look a bit further, we discover a significant synunetry to the walls

of this narrative labyrinth.
With the nineteen sections and the thirty-three co-incidents, the to
tal number of narrative "strands" comes to fifty-two.

The handbill "Eli

jah is coming" is seen in three of them as it floats along the River Lif
fey.

Three o ther narrative threads depict character
. s �rossing the Liffey.

The remaining

forty-six

threads of the chapter are split almost precisely

in half: twenty-four take place north of the Liffey, twenty-two to the
south of it.

''Wandering 'Rocks" is a masterpiece of Joycean geometry.

(See the chart and map on the following pages.)
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Geography of Scenes in "Wandering Rocks" 16

I.

Conmee (north of the Liffey) 2-i to 2-1'
Maginni (north) 3-i

1.

Corny Kelleher (north) J-G

II.

2.
).

Conmee (north) 2-H
Onelegged sailor (north) 2-D

Onelegged sailor (north) 2-C,D

III.

4 . Lambert and O'Mo:iloy (north) 5-c
Dedalus sisters (north) 2-C

N.

5.

Conmee (north) 2-�
Lacquey at the auction (north) 5-D
Skiff (on the Liffey) 5-1

6.

7.
v.

Boylan (south) 7-D
�loom (south) S 1/2 -1

8.

.Artifoni and Stephen (south) 6-D

VI..

Miss Dunne (south)

VII.

9.

10.

VIII.

11.
IX.

0 'Molloy

(north) 5-C

1arnell (south) 6-D
Young woman with light skirt (north) 2-ft

Rochford (south) 6-C
13.
l.h.
15.

16 •
x.

.·

Rochford (south) 6-C
Hely's sandwichmen (south) 7-D

Lambert and
12.

6-E

Richie Goulding (oorth) 5-�
Cavalcade (north) 3-A
Dignam's son (south) 6-1
Molly's window (north) 2-C

�loom (south) S 1/2-1
17.
18.

Maginni (on the Liffey, crossing at O'Connell �ridge) 5-!:
Elderly female {north) 5-:e

'

XI.

Simon Dedalus (north) 5-D
1,.

29.
21.
XII.

�icyclists {south) 6-1
Toa (ernan {south) 6-3
Cavalcade (north) 3-A

Tom Iernan (south)'6-�
22. Simon Dedalus (north) 5-D
23. Skiff (on the Liffey) 5-�
24. Denis �reen (crossing the Liffey at O'Connell �ridge) 5-1

XIII.

Stephen Dedalus {south) 6-D
25.
26.

XIV.

Simon Dedalus (north) 5-D
27.
28.

1:)1.

Two sanded women {south) 7-J
Conmee (north) 2-� ·

Farrell (south) 7-i
�ugh c. Love (north) 5-C

Cunningham (south) 6-c
29. Councillors (south) 6-c
.3Q. ·:eannaicis (north) 5-C
31. �oylan (south) 7-D

XVI.

Mulligan and l!aines (south) 6-D
32.
33.

Artifoni (south) 8-lt

XVII.
XVIII.
IXX.

Onelegged sailor (north) 2-C
Skiff (on the Liffey) 5-I

Dignam's son (south) 6-1

Cavalcade (crosses the Li.ffey) 3-A to 8-� l7
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'l'he synmetr�al routes through Dublin and the juxtaposition o f
scene� exhibit the structural balance of "Wandering Rocks."

The

loca

tion o� Leopold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus among these lines of action
provides further E!vidence for the congruen�e of the episode and the over
all sense of balance in the novel.

Though �he two characters do not real

i�e i1'.i, in "Wande�ing Rocks• the threads connecting them become stronger.
�loom stands "at the very center of the nineteen scenes.nl8

Though

his thoughts and e11K>tions run freely, Joyoe's OQysseus remains physically
in one place.

The other epiphanies in "Wandering Rocks" spread out con-

centrically from Merchant's Arch, weaving spidery fibres that ensnare
even as they connect.

Looking beyond the web of the womancity, we find

an additional symmetry.

Joyce places "Wandering Rocks" in the middle of

the twelve-chapte� "Wanderings of O«ysse11s," which in turn are framed by·
the •Telemachiad" . of Stephen Dedal�s .-and. Odysseus' "Jfomecoming."
.

Thus,

when �loom scans book:! under Merchant �s .Arch, he functions as the structural and thematic center ring of t.nysses.
�!�re secti<?n ten we 9atch s�ht of him twice, while Boylan buys
fruit aml when

M 'Coy and Lenehan pass him at the bookseller 's.

The in-

trusion of "the darkbackeq figure" upon the flashy &>ylan's scene marks
.
the opposition of the two men.

M'Coy 1 on the other hand, allies with

�loom� and even .Lenehan grudgingly comes to admit t.hat "there's a touch
of the artist about old Bloom'?

( 235),

one of several remarks

in

"Wandering

RocksM which hint.at the possible bonding between 1'1.oom and Stephen.
.
Stephen· appears in sections six and .thirtee , framing 1Uoom' s scene. • 19

�

In both, Stephen acts out a familial roles A�ifoni· gives 'hiM .fatherly
advice in one section, and in the .pther Stephen. hilll�elf feels a' p'citerntl

12
tug at his conscience #over his sister's plight.

At the end. of each scene,

Stephen is alone; he declines Artifoni's suggestion about pursuing a mus
ical career and turns from Dilly :in anguish, facing only "Misery!· ;,_1liseryl n( 243).

· :,.'

!Us isolation resembles that of �loom, and "Wandering_�

Rocks" strengthens the connection between the two men.
�loom ana Stephen stana only a few blocks apart throughout the en
2
tire episode. Q

They both spend time at a bookseller's, �loom hoping

to find a g ift for Molly, Stephen wondering about his "pawned schOol
prizes •"

The books they f:inci follow similar themes; Bloom wants to

please his wife with a copy of The S!'eets of Sin1 a book "more in her
line"(236), and Stephen comes across an incantation for winning a·woman•s
love.
There are other similarities as well.

Stephen peruses a book con

cerning the "Eighth ana ninth book of Moses" and the seal of King Davi&
(242), �ebraic elements which we recognize, as Stephen cannot, as ob-.
lique references to �loom�
seem parallel � a way•

'Even the interpolations by the narrator

Maginni 1 s "grave deportment and· gay apparel"

(235) constitute an ironic reversal of �loom's good nature and "grave
apparel•(dresse« in black for Dignam•s funeral).

In section thirteen,

we notice a similar comparison between Conmee' s vespers and the book of
invocations Stephen holds, prayers "as good.
(243).

as

any other abbot's charms"

.And perhaps the elierly female, "no mre yotmg," bears some re

lation to the appearance in Stephen •s scene of the two old women froa
Sa.ndym.ount.
The strongest tie in the episode between what we see of .eloom anti
what we see of Stephen has to do with their respective anxieties.

In

13
both cases, the location of the character's scene reinforces the theme.
:eloom' s breathless reading of the pornographic novel clearly tmderscores
his sexual anxiety.

Though he buys the book for Molly, he himself be

comes sexually aroused, swoons, and sexually climaxes in his imagination:
"1eelL

,resst

Crushea1"(2)6).

At the core of Ulysses, :eloom's sexual

crisis dominates his thoughts an4 actions.
Stephen feels intellectually smothered rather than sexually inhib
ited.

Unlike Bloom, who stays motionless and thus uncaptured by the

traps in "Wandering Rocks," Stephen sees himself caught "between. two
roaring worlds," "the throb always without you and the throb always with
in"(242).

This outer-�� conflict shows in Stephen's compassion for

his sister Dilly, whom he sees "drowning" between the same shores, but
his determination to outswim the rocks overcomes his filial loyalty.
Stephen occupies t-wo of the sections in "Wandering Rocks, 11 an ad<.iitional
indication of the mental and emotional schism he must close.
We watch all of this from above.

Although neither Bloom nor Stephen

yet realizes any parallel or relationship to the other, the strings that
will eventually join them become stronger in "Wandering Rocks.u

There

are too many forecasts and hints of this union to ignore in the episode.
The narrator, though prone to issuing false clues, clearly establishes a
link between our modern Odysseus and Telemachus.

Remarking upon the con

dition of the items for sale on the bookcart, Stephen himself says, in a
classic Joycean iouble entendre, the 11:einding

(is]

too goo4l probably"(242)

to be another red herring.
The tenth episode's traps and false leaes parallel the mythological
Symplegades.

Our caution aroused by the broken storyline, we simp�y fol-

low the narrator from scene to scene.

Mowever,

the episode catches us,

for we realize too late that the sections lack chronological order
often ·pose misleading parallels.

an«

The co-incidents themselves require ·

·

close ·examination before they yield the connective inf orma.tion that we,

as

"Wandering Rocks" arranges the dens and denizens of D\l.blin

readers, neeti.

as parts of a giant web held together by threads unseen and unfelt by the
charac· ters themselves.

The narrator tries to catch us between the juxta

posed se cti ons and interpolations.

Like Stephen,

we look through a

"webbed win<:iow'' (241), but only by coming to understand the internal ·or
ganization of the episode can we hope to steer through the traps at the
center of Ulysses.
''Wandering Rocks" ill11strates Ellmann 1 s point that Joyce's fiction
resembles Cubist painting:

"the method of establishing diffe ring rela�

tions among aspects of a sin gle

thing." 21

These "differ ing relations"

take the form of temporal, spatial, nomenclatural,
between characters and ev ent s ;

or sensory parallels

the nineteen sections and thell" co-inci

dents supply a total of fifty-two different "aspects"

of Dublin.

Ji'ur

thermore, Joyce lays out these varying perspectives and relationships
symmetrically,
coinciaences,

sugg esting that in addition to recogni�ing significant
an

artist perceives and creates the larger patterns in

which the coincidences occur.

As Ell.rnann writes, Joyce admire• Giam

battista Vico's theo.ry of dividing hlim.an history into recurring cycles,
although he preferrei to see the cycles not as chronological divisions,
"but a s psychological ones,

ingredi ent s which kept combining and recom

bining in ways which seemed always to be deja

�. "22

not only u ncovers •the significance of events";

''Wandering Rocks"

it also places t hem
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within an overall framework which

is

fundamental to our understanding

U lys ses.

II
The Whole :eetween Two �alves

Just as the internal symmetry of "tiandering Rocks" helps us to un
derstand Joyce's artistic principle of "coincidence," the location of
''Wandering Rocks" among the other episodes in Ulysses establishes a
cert.am balance in the novel as a whole.

Splitting the novel into

halves, "Wandering Rocks" functions as a microcosm of Ulysses

in

much

the same way that Joyce's Dublin is a microcosm of the modern world.23
In many ways, this entr' acte encompasses, and

in

a sense encapsules,

the concerns of each of the other episodes.24
In

its narrative style, "Wandering Rocks" demonstrates the artistic

symmet.ry found throughout tnysses.

Maving already discussed. 'the epi-

sode 's internal structure in some detail, we can now examine the narrative techniques anti the overall point-of-view here; in so doing, we
find that they bear close relationships to those found in other epi
sodes. 25

The internal monologue, the constantly alternating voices, anQ

the focus on scenes to which we have been or will later be introduced
help develop the notion of "Wandering Rocks" as an indicator of the no
vel's overall symmetry.
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The episode encompasses the major thematic concerns of
as well.

Ulysses

as

In addition to depicting the main characters of the novel as

preoccupied with their central concerns, "Wandering Rocks" offers, by
way of Joyce's schema, the symbolic elements of color, time of day,
science, and organ of the body.

An

analysis of these references alone

makes a convincing argument that ''Wandering Rocks" offers the major clue
to Joyce's artistic symmetry

in

Ulysses.

In t.he tenth episode of Ulysses we encounter Joyce's first real
narrative challenge.

By now we have grown familiar with the internal

monologue and the Du bliner parlance; even the captions of "Aeolus" seem
in keeping logically with the depiction of a busy newsroom.

But in

"Wandering Rocks" the Dubliners enter and exit according to a set of
principles more s ubtle than time and space.

Ellmann writes that "The

episode begins in a playful way the dislocations and upheavals ·of the
sensory world

•••

(': o soften the reader

up fo

�

a later knockdown."26

''Wandering Rocks" displays types of narration found in both halves of
Ulysses.
Joyce calls the technique of this chapter a "labyrinth moving between two banks," but within this maze we recognize a few familiar narrative corridors.

The opening pages of ''Wandering Rocks" are similar in

design to the third-person narration and bits of interior monologue
found in many previous episodes. 27

"Wandering Rocks" begins with just

such a mixture:
The superior, the very reveren• John
Conmee, S.J., reset his smooth watch in his
interior pocket as he came down the presby
tery steps. rive to three. Just nice time
to walk to Artane.
What was that boy's

17
Dignam, yes. Vere dignum et
Brother Swan was the person
to see. Kr. Cunningham's letter. !es.
Oblige him, if possible. Good practical
catholic: useful at mis sion time. (219)
name again?

justum �.

·

We first become acquainted with this s tyle in "Telemachus," and find it
throughout the .f'irst hal.f' of

tion twelve

resembles

the

novel.

that of Stephen

in

Tom

(ernan'�

soliloquy in sec-

"hoteus," or Bloom in "Les-

trygonians," but ''Wandering Rocks" marks the first time that the inter'

nal monologue extends beyond Stephen and Bloom.
Joyce breaks ''Wandering Rocks" into nineteen parts much as h� segmented the "Aeolus" episode into sixty-two captioned bits of conversation and description, the thirty-third of which
GATl'!IRIJM.

is

entitled OMNIUM

The middle episode of Ulysses is a "gathering of

well, and offers
"mechanics"

even

correspond

all"

as

more Joycean coincidence in that its "blood" and
to the color(red) and the sy mbol(machines) ac-

corded to "Aeolus ."
In addition to employing styles used in the novel' s first nine episod.es, "Wandering Rocks" lays the groundwork for the eccentricities of
technique found later in the book.
ly to the "fuga per canonem" of

The tricks of time here lead direct-

0Sirens,"

which

begins

with an

overture

condensing the entire episode. ''Wan4iering Rocks" concludes with a

sum-

mary of its own, setting the stage for the orchestrations in the following chapter.
The monologue of the back-biting narrator Thersites
clops" episode
Rocks. 11

owes

28

·in the "Cy-

something to Tom !Cernan' s section in "Wandering

eoth men begin by relating a conversation

from

earlier in .the

day, and both feel threatened by "dangerous" animals; Kernan 's fears

18
of a "runaway horse" outside the Dublin Distiller's Company parallel
Thersites' antipathy toward. the growling dog Garryowen in &rney Iiernan's Pub.

These two episodes have other similarities, too.

The jux-

taposed speakers of the twelfth episode hark back to the :interpolations,
or co-incidents, of "Wandering Rocks."

The· "alternating asymmetry'' of

•cyclops" is a variation of the symmetrical, labyrinthine 'banks which
Joyce constructs in the novel's central chapter.
"Wandering Rocks" confers clues about several other episodes ana
their narrators.

The mad rush in the nineteenth section prepares us in

a way for Molly 1'loorn' s soliloquy at the end of the novel.

The stream

of Molly's consciousness flows onward(though with several diversions),
as does the recap of the action i n "WanG.ering Rocks."
criptions of 1'lazes &ylan are the same.

!ven their des-

To the ladies in the vice-

regal cavalcad�.· 1'oylan presents "a skyblue tie, a widebrirnrned -straw
hat," "the bold admiration of his eyes and the re« flower between his
lips"

( 254).

Molly, too, acknowledges l$oylan 1 s physical attractiveness,

but declares outright what the speaker in "Wand.ering Rocks" only imliest

no thats no way for him he has no manners
nor no refinement nor no nothinc in his
nature•••. so barefacei without even asking
permission and stand.ing out that vulgar
way i n the half of a shirt they wear to
be admired •••

(776)

It is not surprising that we find traces. of Molly•.s voice, as well as
those of the narrators in "Sirens" anti "Cyclops;" in an episode devoted
to simultaneity and paral�elism.
Joyce's narratiTe techniques in "Wandering Rocks" link the episode

to various parts of Ulysses in other ways as well.

�rom "Five to three,"

when Father Conmee recalls Martin Cunningham's letter about Dignam's
orphaned son, until the •salute" of Almidano Artifoni's "sturdy trou
sers" at 3:57, we come across more than four hundre• names, places, or
phrases that allude to other parts of Ulysses.2 9 These cross-references
can be divided into two groups: those which recur from the first nine
episodes, and those which forecast episodes to come.

Joyce's claim

that mNandering Rocks� hs "absolutely no relation to what precedes o r
follows" is yet another example of Joycean subterfuge.� As William
Tork Tindall notes, "Joyce, in his capacity of trickster, may be trick
ing us" again. 31

The Daedulus of modern Dublin refuses to reveal the

solut:Lon to his puzzle.
We have met or heard about most of the characters in "Wandering
Rocks" before "Five to three" on

16

June

190h.

Conmee� Cunningham, and

Corny [elleher are mentioned in �loom's "Lotus-�aters" monologue, and
the latter two appear at Dignam•s funeral

in

the "Mades" episode, as

does Med Lambert, who just after three p.m. talks with J&J� 01Molloy, a
veteran of the "Aeolus" episode.

We have glimpsed Lenehan, M'Coy, and

l'cylan before episode ten, and as we follow Jo-yce through these nine
teen scenes of Dublin we come across other familiar faces: Simon Dedalus, Tom [ernan, Mulligan, �aines, �ely's sandwichmen.

!ven the !lijah

skiff from "Lestrygonians" enters the picture.
Likewise, we recognize several of the locations in ''Wandering
Rocks."

We lmow the "generous white arm"( 225) in Xccles Street be

longs to Molly, and we find Stephen outside Trinity College, fresh
from his "lecture" on the origin of Shakespeare's tragedies.

A little

20
after one p.m., iloom passes the Dublin 1'akery Company's tearoom,
where we find Mulligan and �aines in the tenth episode.

&oom crossed

O'Connell �riQge earlier in the day and Stephen walked Sandymount
Strand; now

we

watch several characters traverse the briage and the

''two sanded women" from "Proteus" reappear.
Not· all of the faces and places in "Wandering Rocks" remind us
of previous episodes.

Some new characters and locales crop up here to

fore shadow later chapters in the novel.

&ylan makes plans to meet

Lenehan at �he Onnand lfotel, where "Sirens" will take place.

The

viceregal procession passes Gerty MacDowell, the object of �loom's
voyeurism in "Nausicaa."

The threemasted schooner Rosevean deposits

the garrulous sailor who becomes the focus of the "Eumaeus" episode.
Similarly, phrases and snatches of conversation become recurring elements throughout the second half of the book.

1'arts of The Sweets of

Sin develop into motifs for both "Nausicaa" anf.i "Circe."

Corunee 's

quotation from church canon("eiaculatio seminis inter vos naturale
mulieris"} reappears in the "Ithaca" episode and of course also refers
to.Molly's affair with �ylan.32

At the cabman's shelter in "lumaeus,"

the conversation turns to "the case of the � Lady Cairns of Swansea,
run into by the �"(638), a legal battle which we first hear about
in -Wandering Rocks" (236).

In another case of foreshadowing, tenehan

satirizes �loom at the hawker's cart1

---Wonder what he is buying, M'Coy said,
glancing b� hind.
--Leopoldo or the �loom is on the Rye,
Lenehan sa.1<.1:-(233)
-

-

-

This folk song becomes a refrain in the musical "Sirens" episode.
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In its structure and
forges important
Ulysses.
ward

in

'.links;

in

its narrative style, "Wandering Rocks"

between the first half and the second half of

Joycean coincidence runs throughout the novel, extending outall directions from this middle episode where "synchroniza•

t ions" and "resemblances" take center stage ) .3

Joyce fills "Wanciering

Rocks" with thematic coincidences and correspondences as well.

The im-

portance of "Wandering Rocks" as the focal point of the novel 's artistic
congruence is further indicated by three major thematic considerations :
the specific behavior of the characters in the episode, the chapter ' s
schematic relationship to the rest of Ulysses, and the correlations

be-

tween the nineteen sections of ''Wandering Rocks" and the eighteen episodes of

_ylys s� .

�ach of the many characters

in

''Wandering Rocks" is concerneci

with everyday business: Bloom scans books; Stephen talks with Art ifoni
and then with Dilly; Molly waits in her "white petticoatbodice" while
�oylan prepares merrily for their rendezvous.

At the same time, .euck

Mulligan, Corny Ielleher, Father Corunee, and a · host of lesser charac
ters also pursue their main interests for the day.34
Leopold �loom occupies the middle segment of this central episode,
and his central characteristics are showcased as well.

�e is consid-

erate of Molly(he buys her a book as he had promised

"Calypso") ,

in

yet the book sexually arouses him easily, perhaps a delayed reaction to
Martha ' s letter.

tver the humanitarian, 1'loom

reminds

himself of Mrs .

Purefoy, whom he will visit at the Maternity �Ospital later in the G.y.
Just as important as his fidelity, sexual anxiety,
Bloom' s isolation.

�ntl

good

will

is

Under Merchant ' s Arch, "Mr. 1'loom, alone, looked

22

at the t itles"(235) o f books on a hawker ' s cart.

Lenehan tells a lurid

anecdo·te about Molly, and Cunningham, Nolan, and 'Power sarcast ically
comment upon Bloom ' s donation to the Dignam fund, but no one except the
bookseller speaks directly to �loom.

"In the heart of the �ibernian

metropolis"(ll6) , �loom stands inunobile and solitary, left to sort out
his internal conflicts while those around him tend to exte;nal affairs .35
•

Internal conflicts. haunt Stephen Decialus as well .

In section six

he declines Artifoni 1 s suggestion of a singing career; at age twentytwo , Stephen has already committed himself to the literary arts.

We

next see him perusing it.ems on a "slanted bookcart , " a hint of his pos
sible connection to �loom. 36

�ut while �loom 's thoughts run to porno-

graphy , Stephen toys with poetic descriptions:
Born all in the dark wonny earth,
cold specks of fire, evil lights shining
in the darknes s . Where fallen archangels
flung the stars of their brows. ( 241)
Finally, Stephen confronts his major emotional tension in section thir
teen. 3

7

Meeting his sister Dilly at the bookcart, he seems as emot ion-

ally hamstrung as �loom.

As we have already noted, Stephen is torn be-

tween "two roaring worlds" : Ireland and �rope, music and literature,
family and freedom.

·�is realization that saving Dilly could spell his

own destruction keeps him from acting.
While Bloom and Stephen begin to gravitate towar� each other, Molly
Bloom and �azes Boylan take a more direct approach.

All Joyce shows of

Molly in this episode is her bare arm, as if to represent her only partially visible, yet no less obvious , relationship with &>ylan.

Though

2)
she waits, Molly is far from passive.

(225)

t o · both the crippled sailor and

ing whistling" suggests her vitality.
before stepping jauntily off to

7

lier plump, bare ann is "generous"
·

&ylan, and her "gay sweet chirp&ylan tends .to a few last de.tails

Xccles Street .

lie buys fruit for

Molly, calls his offic e , and arranges a bet on the Gold Cup rac e . 3 8

·

.·

Our

first long look at Boylan prove s him to be superficial , vain and bold.
Most of the remaining characters have their own preoqcupat ion s .
Mulligan and llaines discuss the enigma o f Stephen Dedalus, underscoring
their vague unease over Stephen ' s future and what he -might write about
the two of them.

The Dedalus sisters ' thoughts are necessarily focused
'

upon food and shelter.

Their needs are immediate and vital:

selling

Stephen ' s books for a few pennies, accepting peasoup and crwnbs from
Sister Mary �atrick, sending Dilly to wheedle some money from t he ir father.

Corny inspects coffinlids; Conmee, Cunningham, and others make

preparations for the Dignam orphan; llumble rides through Dublin on his
\

way to an official function.

All over the c ity people conduct business,

prepare for later meetings, or examine their conscienc e s .
noon on

16

June

1904

At mid-after-

Dubliners pursue their usual concerns; at mid-novel,

we see a concentration of thought and action that capsulizes some of the
main thematic components of tn.ysses.
Another way to place "Wandering Rocks� within the .context of the
other episodes is to look to Joyce ' s own schema .

While some notations

are notoriously vague( "objects, places, forces" are among the "persons"
of this episode) , others clearly indicate important thematic considerat ions in our discussion of the novel ' s artistic symnetry.
Joyce names "blood" as the organ for this episode .

The scene shifts

constantly, moving through and arouna the city with an arterial facility.

The overall scene is, of course, "the streets, " and this coincides

with Joyc e ' s image of Dublin as a living, breathing, thinking metropolis.
The pulse of this urban organism is felt in its alleys and avenues, its
capillaries and veins.
city.

Life depends upon Anna Liffey, the Aorta of the

In its nineteen segments of Dublin life, "Wandering Rocks" pumps

its way into every other episode in the novel, and this is where the met
aphor of "blood" becomes especially pertinent.

"Wandering Rocks" is the

only episode to journey from Sanaymount to Phoenix Park� from Trinity
College to Artane, an<i thus to the "kidneys," the "heart , " the "brain, "
and

so

on.

''Wandering Rocks" serves as the circulatory system for Ulys

�, a novel as bilaterally symmetrical as the h uman body. Jj

The "color" an« "science" of the episode ' reveal similar ties to
other parts of the book.

In the schema sent to Carlo Linati, Joyce lists

the color for "Wamlering Rocks" as " rainbow," an allusion in keeping with ·
the chapter ' s thematic breadth.
for Ulysses.

"Wandering Rocks" is a kind of spectrum

The art, or science, of the episode is "mechanic s . "

The

nineteen sections abound with references to machines, particularly timepieces, calling to mind the fact that Ulysses operates much as a clock,
40

with each of its parts properly placed and in working order.

Joyce

reminos us of chronology within the very episode where ti.me becomes confusing; Conmee resets his watch, �oylan holds a gold watch at chain ' s
length, Tom Iernan walks "from the sundial towards James ' Oate"( 239), ami
Miss Dunne .frets over havini to work "till seven"( 229) .41
Joyce labels his technique here a "labyrinth moving between two
banks ."

As we have already seen, the internal structure of "Wandering
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Rocks" depicts this labyrinthine symmetry; Conmee and l!:umble, as well as
the scenes and the other characters, are divided north and south by the
:Liffey.

Many characters steer through twin banks in "Wandering Rocks�;

the examples are as numerous as the references to "eyes" in "Cyclops"
or the abun<iiailc e of musical notes in

"Sirens •" · A

young couple emerges

from a "gap in the hedge" where they have discreetly been hidden;

Stephen

and Artifoni watch tourists glance "from Trinity to the blind columned
porch of the bank of Ireland" (228) J Mulligan slits "a steaming scone in
two"(249).

Perhaps the most comic example is the Ilijah skiff, as much

a Dubliner as any character, which navigates between Nort h Wall and Sir
John Rogerson • s quay.

In a larger sense, the entire episode stands be-

tween two banks : the two halves of Ulysses.
midway between morning and midnight,

We are in a "mighty maze , "

"Telemachus" and •Penelope , " dis- '

4

possession and fus ion. 2
The nineteen sections of "Wandering Rocks" provide further evidence
of the episode ' s role as a microcosm of Ulysses.43

Correlat ing the nine-

teen parts of ''Wandering Rocks" to the eighteen chapters in the novel
would certainly be a convinc ing argument that .the middle episotie is a
"whole between two halves . "

Many have t.ried to make this correlation .

Willi.am Iork Tindall ' s attempt is a promising start.

In his Reade r ' s

Guide to James Joyce, Tindall suggests such a correspondence for many of
the sec� ions in ''Wandering Rock s , " but he stops short in many ways .

Most

of his sect ion-to-episode correlations rely upon the art or science of
the episode in question, and he finaliy admits that several sections
elude him completelyo44

Kowever, by following Tindall ' s lead, we find

important clues in our search for synunetry in "Wandering Rocks" and in
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ffiysses.
There are several different types of section-to-episoee correla
tions .

In some sections, a charac�er ' s actions or thoughts resemble

those of a character who appears in a corresponding episode, as when
Conme· e ' s prayers parallel Mulligan 's mock blessing, or when Stephen,
with "�amle.t hat" and ashplant in "l"roteus" parallels the sailor with
cap and crutch

.in

section three of ''Wandering Rocks."

Other correspon

dence s �epend upon location or setting, such as the Dedalus and Bloom
kitchens ( in section ana episo•e four) or the library scene and the book
selle r ' s cart.

In still other instances, inanimate objects form the con

nections; section two and episode two both conclu&e with "danc ing" coins,
and the Trinity gates through which Artifoni passes resemble the gates at
the end of the "lfades" episode .

And finally, as T indall points out, the

notations from Joyce ' s schema provide many important clues in our search
for a section-to-episode correspondence .
Our first problem concerns simple mathematics .

As T indall notes,

"Nineteen is not e ighteen, to be sure , but maybe Joyce threw one part in
for good measure--as a sununary of the others, as a musical coda, or as
the epitome of this epitome . "45

Looking at the first three sections, we

find. ample parallels to the "Telemachiad.11' The "superior, the very re
verend John Corunee , S . J . " ( 21') and "Stately, plump Buck Mulligan" (3) both
descend stairways, the fonner a priest and the latter intoning a mock
blessing: "Introibo ad altare Dei" (3) .

The art of "Telemachus" is reli

gion; Conmee reads his vespers and blesses passersby in section one of
"Waniering Rocks ." We find the dispossessed sons Stephen Dedalus and
�atrick Di gnam, as well as �any references to Clongowes and Belvedere,

2.7
in both the novel ' s first chapter anQ the central episode ' s first section.

In part two, Corny Kelleher' s 11daybook" and willingness to "pass

the time of day" imply history, the art of the "Nestor" episode . 46 The
coffinlid spins on its axle, mimickin� the earth ' s rotation.
of section two, as in "Nestor, " we see gold coins flung.
in with "Proteus" even more directly.

At the end

Part three ties

The onelegged sailor' s crutch and

cap parody Stephen ' s ashplant and "�runlet hat , " and the sailor himself,
a.long with the urchins in part three, remind us of the "seaspawn and seawrack11 (37) of. "Proteus ."

The two barefoot urchins could also

be

counter-

parts of the cockl:epickers whom Stephen sees on Sandymount Stran• .
According to this plan, part four of "Wandering Rocks" should parallel the beginning of Bloom' s perambulations.

The scene here is a kitchen,

as it is in "Calypso ," and the "greyish mass" bubbling on the Dedalus
stove recalls Bloom 's fondness for kidneys and gizzards .
ly and �loom both run domestic errands.

Likewise, Dil-

�lazes &:>ylan, in part five ,

becomes a perfect counterpoint for the seduction theme of the "Lotus:taters" episode .

Jll is roguish red carnation contrasts with :Bloom' s

"languid floating flower" (86)

•

The. fruits and flowers in Thornton ' s

shop bear some relation to the many examples of "lotus leaves" in episode .five .

The conversation between Artifoni and Stephen in part six

runs parallel to that of Bloom and his friends

in

the funeral carriage .

Stephen declines Artifoni ' s suggestion of a musical career, and �loom
shies away from discussing Molly ' s current singing engagement .

The two

earfuls of "pale faces• seem analogous to the funeral procession in
"�ades," and both sequences end with the images of open gates.

47

"Aeolus , " "Lestrygonians, " and "Scylla and Charybdis" are repre-
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sentei as well.

Miss Dunne 's typewriter and telephone allude to the

printing press and broken conversation of episode seven, as does the
coinc idence of Tom Rochford' s machine from section nine.

Section eight

and episode eight share the art of architecture, and Ned Lambert 's "gap
ing mouth" before his sneeze( "Chow t ") could refer to the omnivorous lun
chers in "Lestrygonians.11 48

Lenehan ' s anecdote about Molly is remini

scent of Stephen' s account of Anne "athaway' s supposed marital infideli
ty.

Tn both scenes, Bloom is concerned with books; in both, he is

passed by characters who speak of him but not to him.
The tenth section is a ,narrative Chinese box: Joyce ' s microcosm
of his microcosm.

1!ere, 'Blo.om is both litera:)..ly and figuratively in the

middle of a novel; he stands at the core of Ulysses and reads "where his
finger opened" in �- Sweets

!?.f � ·

The several coincidences in this

sect ion highlight ·.the overall technique of "Wandering Rocks ."
temporal coincidence( "Lots of them like that at this moment

We see

all

over the

worldn) , nominal coincidence( "Leopold von Sacher Masoch" ) , semantic
coincidence( "Ioung 1

Ioungt

An

elderly female, no more young • • • " ) , and.

incidental coincidence( "That I had," "J'!ad it?

!es . 11) .

All are charac

teristic of the types of coincidence we fini throughout "Wandering
Rocks ."
Part eleven 's "handbell" and "cornetplayer" correspon9. to the musi
cal notations in "Sirens. "

These sounfis, along with the "bang" of the

cyclists bell, find their way into episode eleven.

Tom Iernan 's mono

logue, which includes a reference to Emme t ' s hanging anti the poem by
John Ingram, compares favorably with the narration in "Cyclops . "

ler

nan also refers many times to sight and vision("a very sharp eye") ,

another motif charac teristic of "Cyclops."

Iernan ' s last words .

in

the

section, when he fails to catch a glimpse of the viceregal cavalcade,
s imilarly coincide with the ending of the twelfth episode: "Just missed
that by a hair" (2W.) .

The C ithen in chapter twelve has the same luck

m throwing his biscuit tin at the departing Bloomo
At section/episode thirteen, the connections become harder to de
tect,

possibly dtie to the order in which Joyce composed the e ighteen ep

isodes of Ulysses.

With the first nine chapters of the novel already

finished, their connections and parallels to "Wandering Rocks" may have
been eas ier for Joyce to establish.

Similarly, the two following epi

sodes( "Sirens" and "Cyclops" ) exhibit strong ties to their ''Wandering
Rocks" counterpart s , but as Joyc e ' s experiments in technique and theme
grew more complex in subsequent episode s , the correspondences between
the later sections of "Wandering Rocks" and the later chapters ·of Ulls

�

probably became harder for the writer to maintain.
Still, we do find many correspondences to "Wandering Rocks" in the

last half of the novel.

Dilly Dedalus in section thirteen and Gerty Mac

Dowell in "Nausicaa" both seem somewhat separate« from the other girls
in those scenes, and both entertain unrealistic hopes ; Dilly ' s French
primer does nothmg to help ease her family ' s financial crisis, and
Gerty ' s foggy sentimentalism keeps her similarly removed from the real�
ities around her.

Dilly ' s "broken boot s " ( 24J) corre spond to Gerty ' s

lameness, an addit ional

link

and the "Nausicaa" episode .

between part thirteen o f ''Wandering Rocks"
The parallels for subsequent sections,

however, are even more obscure.

·

In part fourteen, we find only vague

resemblanc es to "Oxen of the SUn"( "Reddy and Daughters" as opposed to

Purefoy and son?) , but the theme of the ostracized Jew is common to
both scenes.

,erhaps Reuben

J.

Dodd ' s unsuccessful writ for Cowley ' s

property forms a legal analogue for Bloom 's failure to produce an heir.
The "Circe" episode presents similar problems .

We detect

no

oblique

references to "brothels," no covert hints of "hallucinat ions" or magic .
'But Martin Cunningham' s sponsorship of the orphaned l"atrick Dignam
echoes episode fifteen, when Bloom follows Stephen into nighttown .
Both instances show "much kindness in the jew"( 246) .

Jimmy !1enry, who

walks- "uncertainly with hasty steps," and Bob Doran, "humpy, tight,
making for the liberties," are mild versions of the disability and dis
figurement which run throughout "Circe." 49
Section sixteen represents "Eumaeus" in several ways .

We can com-

pare Mulligan and Kaines at the Dublin Bakery Company tearoom to Bloom
and Stephen at the cabrnan' s shelter.
concerns Stephen' s future .

In

The discussion in both places

section s ixteen, Mulligan jokes about

Stephen 's goals :
---Ten years,
ulligail] said, chewing
and laughing. P!e is going to write
something in ten years.
---Seems a long way off, Plaines said,
thoughtfully lifting his spoon. Still
I shouldn' t wonder if he did after all . (249)

[M

Mapping Stephen ' s career in episode sixteen, Bloom thinks:
Tes, beyond a shadow of a doubt, he coul•,
with all the cards in his hand and he had
a capital opening to make a name for him
self and win a high place in the c ity ' s
esteem where he could command a stiff fig
ure • • • (664)

)1

Mulligan ' s name for a drunk Stephen Dedalus is ''Wandering Aengus" i "You
should see him, he said, when his body loses its balance"( 249) .

At the

cabman ' s shelter in episode sixteen, Stephen is drunk, tired, and beat
en about, fitting Mulligan ' s description.

Navigation , the art of the

"iumaeus" episode, has its correlaries in part sixteen of "Wandering
Rocks" : Stephen ' s friends trod "across thick carpet" in the D . 1' .C . ,
John �oward Parnell studies a chess move, and the ilijah skiff sails
"eastward by flanks of ships and trawlers" ( 24') .

Also, the redbearded

sailor Murphy in "iumaeus" has landed in Dublin with the schooner
Rosevean, which appears in a co-_incident in sect ion sixteen o f ''Wander
ing 'Rocks . "

In part seventeen, each character seems a kind of skele

ton, the organ of chapter seventeen: Artifoni trots on "stout trousers"
instead of legs; Farrell shambles along, "stickumbrelladustcoat" dang
l:ing; the bl ind stripling has a "thew less body."
Tianlly, we reach the "blooming end to it" (251) .

Master Dignam

misreads a poster, misses a tram, and glimpses �azes Boylan( a toff
with a "swell pair of kicks on M.m" ) .

Molly's soliloquy contains simi

lar misreadings and confusion of time and place, and of course includes
the merry �oylan as well.

Molly ' s "yes" ends the novel, and we can ap

ply Patrick Dignam • s comment about the boxing match to the final epi
sode if we interpret "the blooming thing" as the saga of Leopold Bloom,
Ulysses: "Sure, the blooming thing is all over" (251) .
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CONCLUSION

James Joyce 's Ulysses is unarguably the most fam>us novel of this
century.

Its complexities of technique and density of theme confound

most readers and irritate many literary critics; Joyce is often misunderstood and in any discussion among readers of Ulrsses one is likely
to hear the complaint of the novel 's "unmanageability. "5'>

But the dis-

jointedness of Ulysses acquires an unmistakable symmetry once we apply
to it Joyce 's notion of art as the "perception of coinc idence."

Ac-

cordingly, Joyce chooses "Wandering Rocks, 11 the middle episode his
"damned monster-novel , "

Sl

to emphasize this artistic perspective of

coinc idence .
In its internal structure and in its relationship to the other
chapters of

_gl.y�,

''Wandering Rocks" crystalizes Joyce ' s idea that

the role of the artist is to notice trivialities, particulars, and
then to universalize these particulars by displaying the connections
between them.

illmann compares Joyce ' s aesthetic theory to Cubist

painting, and this theory is also remarkably similar to T . S . lliot ' s
notion of the poetic sensibility:
When a poet 1 s mind is perfectly equipped
for its work, it is constantly amalgamat
ing disparate experience; the ordinary
man ' s experience is chaot ic, irregular,
fragmentary. The latter falls in love,
o r reads Spinoza, an« these two experi
ences have nothing to do with each other,
or.with the noise of the typewriter o r
the smell o f cooking; in the mind of the
poet these e � riences are always forming
new wholes . 5'l
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Of course, the "new wholes " he creates out of such odds and ends need
"Deceptive complexity • • • may

not be easy for his readers to cliscern.

be Dublin ' s epitome and that of our world.1153
�y carefully analy� ing the arrangement of characters and events
within ''Wandering Rocks" and their relationship to the other episode s ,
we unravel much o f this complexity .

But for all of the artistic sym

metry in "Wandering Rock s , " we are left to ask why the symmetry of the
episode is slightly askew .

The Elijah skiff appears every fourth sec

tion onlz if we include the oblique reference to it at the end of �ec
tion eight.

The narrative threads in the episode are divided nearly

evenly by the Liffey.

Stephen appears in parts six and thirteen, frarn-

ing Bloom ' s scene almost exactly.

The sect ion-to-episode co rrespon-

dences leave one section unaccounted for.

''Wande ring Rocks" itself is

the tenth of e ighteen episode s , not quite prec isely the middle .of the
novel.

The just-off-center symmetry of "Wandering Rocks" is perhaps

Joyc e ' s most subtle use of coinc idence, for the hove l ' s arrangement
thus fosters in us a sense that what we see in lfl.ysses is an acc ident-al
symmetry, an actual day that j ust happens to correspond to Plomer' s
9.tyssey, the human anatomy, and so on.

·

·

Perfect symmetry would call

attention to itself, detracting from the realism with which Joyce tries
to depict the human experience.

The use in Ulysses of the interior

monologue, the classical allusion, the fusion of art,

science, and re-

ligion, all fit an artistic design base4 on simultaneity, resemblance,
and parallel--in short, based on coincidenc e .

The symmetry of ''Wander-

ing Rocks" focuses our attention upon the connections between these
seemingly random bits and pieces of Dublin life.

If we study it close�

34
ly enough, Joyce ' s artistic symmetry helps us to better understand
the ordinary, coincidental dramas of 16 June
own day.

1�4

and those of our
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